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Early evaluation of composite materials in aerospace structures requires
an efficient means of structural sizing for a given application. It is seldom
possible to provide simple stress limits as is customary when designing with
conventional isotropic materials, since failure of composites is dependent
not only on the properties and orientations of the individual plys, but on
the nature of the loading as well. Furthermore, by taking advantage of the
ply orthotropicity, the designer is free (within certain limits) to actually
design the structural material through the proper choice of ply thicknesses
and orientations.
COMAND is one of several programs being developed in the Advanced Vehicle
Concepts Branch of Ames Research Center to provide a general and consistent
approach to structural analysis and design. This program is for the analysis
and design of a multilayered composite subject to inplane loads. The principal
method of analysis and the failure criterion considered here are those used
by Schmit and Farshi (Ref. 1). The optimization algorithm is the method of
feasible directions using program CONMIN, which is described in Reference 2.
COMAND is intended to provide first level design information for membrane
structural behavior. Another program under development includes more general
analysis, leading conditions, and failure criterion.*






The analysis and design capabilities and the basic assumptions of the
program are presented in Section 1. Section II describes the required input
to the program and several examples of the results are presented in Section III.
Possible future efforts in composite analysis and design are identified in
Section IV. The principle equations used in the analysis are presented in
Appendix A. Appendix B is a complete program listing.
SECTION 1
ASSUMPTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
Program COMAND can be used to analyze a given composite panel in which
the ply thicknesses are prescribed, or to design the ply thicknesses to
satisfy strain and stiffness limitations. Ply orientation angles are
prescribed, and are not design variables. Typical loading conditions and
ply orientations are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively.
The composite analysis and design is based on the following assumptions
and restrictions.
e	 1. The panel is subjected to in-plane loads NX, NY and NYX only.
Bending and out-of-plane shear loads are not considered. Multiple
loading conditions are considered and up to 10 independent loading
conditions are allowed.
2. The composite is said to fail when the longitudinal, transverse or 	 ^'{
shear strain in any single ply exceeds a specified limit in the
longitudinal, transverse or shear direction, respectively.
3. The composite is said to fail if the stiffness in the structural
X, Y or XY direction is Less than a specified lower limit.
34. The individual ply thicknesses are designed to give minimum total
panel thickness.	 Ply thicknesses are treated as continuous variables
o
and several plys may be required to be of equal thickness.
5. All plys are of the same material with the same elastic properties ^4=:
and strain limitations.	 Ply elastic properties (and therefore,
those of the composite) are assumed to be the same in tension and
compression.
6. Ply properties are required as program input. 	 Micromechanics analysis
is not performed in the program.
7. The composite is assumed to be symmetr .'ic about the midplane so that
no bending -membrane coupling exists.
8. The composite need not be balanced.	 That is, a ply with +65 degrees
J
fiber orientation need not be balanced with another ply of -45 degrees
orientation.	 Up to 18 different ply orientations are permitted,
g
allowing for design of composites with ply angles at 10 degree U
intervals.	 Ply fiber orientation angles are prescribed and ars not
design variables.
9. :temperature effects and temperature loading are not considered,
except that the material properties and strain limits must be




'ogram input is listed here. The variables and their definitions
a<




for the variables. It is required that all units be consistent. That is
	 ti
(for example), if loads are in newtons and thicknesses in ureters, moduli









Anything may be given as a title.
Calculation control. If NCALC=0, total composite thickness
(weight) is minimized. If NCALC.NE.O. the given composite is
analyzed only.
Number of plys. Up to 18 plys are allowed.
Number of design variables. This is the number of ply thicknesses
which are allowed to change independently in the optimization
process or the number of different thicknesses prescribed for
analysis. I..LE.NAV.LE.NPLY
Number of loading conditions. Up to 5 loading conditions are
allowed.
Print control for the optimization program, CONMIN. IPRINT = 0
gives no print during the optimization. IPRINT = l to IPRINT = 4
provide increasing degrees of output during optimization.
IPRINT = 2 is usually desirable.
Design variable linking. LNIC(I) gives variable number (ply
thickness) associated with the ITH ply. For example, in a four
ply problem (NPLY = 4), LNICT = (1, 2, 2, 3) will impose the








a	 X(NDV)	 Initial thickness of the design variables (IE. X 	 = .05,	 .03,
.04).
	
If NCALC.NE .O., the composite is analyzed for ply thicknesses
defined in X and linked according to LNK.	 If J = LNK(1), the	 S
thickness of the ITR ply is stored in X(J).
VLB(NDV)	 Lower bounds on the design variables.	 VLB(I).CE.O, I = 1,h-DV.
It is usually desirable to set at least one VLB(I) = 1.0E-10 if
Ij lower bounds of zero are desired, in order to prevent the optimization
program from attempting to analyze a panel of zero thickness. 	 If
fNCALC.NE.O.	 VLB(I) = 0, I = 1, NDV may be input.
I
THN(NPLY)	 Ply orientations in degrees, referenced to the structural X-axis.
!	 THN(I) = Ply orientation of the ITH ply.
EL	 Ply longitudinal, modulus.
ET	 Ply transverse modulus.	 t
E









Ply longitudinal compressive strain limit (negative number).
EPLT	 Ply longitudinal tensile strain limit (positive number). 	 = ':
EPTT	 Ply transverse tensile strain1:f.mit (positive number).
GMLT	 Ply maximum shear strain limit. (positive number).




	 Lower bound on composite stiffness in the structural Y-DIRECTION.
A66L	 Lower bound on composite shear stiffness.
t	 PN(3, NLC)
	
Loads, column I corresponds to loading condition I, I = 1, NLC.
Row J corresponds to load NX, NY and NXY for J = 1, 2 and 3,
rc;spectivel.y of load condition I.
py
.^	 ...,._...	 __.-..	 .^.... 	 ...,..	 ,,.,.	 ,^,.w.	 --	 ...	 _,...,	 .u_	 ....,	 .	 ..-M,w...	 ...-....	 _..	 ....	 _.,_..._	 ..	 ...	 p^wW
Data Organization:
6
No. of Cards Information Format
1 Title - Anything may be given here 15A4	 rl?`
I NCALC, NPLY, NDV, NLC, IPRTNT 515
1 LNK(I),I=1,NPLY 1515
1-3 X(I) ,I=1,NDV 8F10.2
1-' VLB(I),I=1,NDV (Blank card(s) if NCALG.NE.0) 8F10.2
1-3 THN(I),I=1,NPLY 8F10.2
1 EL, ET, GUk, cRLT 4F10.2
1 EPLC, EPLT, EPTC, EPTT, GHLT, Al1L, A22L, A66L 8F10.2
NLC PN(J,I),J=1,3 (One card per loading condition) 3F10.2
Begin with next set of data.	 Program terminates
if 2 blank cards are read here.





Several examples are presented here to aid the user in making the program
operational and to provide some insight into design using composite Laterials.
All examples are for a high strength graphite-epoxy composite.	 }.
7
Typical ply unidirectional properties are listed in Table 2 for a fiber
volume fraction of 0.6. The table is reproduced directly from Reference 3.
Note that the ultimate strain limits a—:e not specified for longitudinal and
T
transverse strain or for shear. However, reasonable values are readily
7obtained by analyzing a single ply of unit thickness, subject to a set of
loads which are equal to the ultimate stresses. 	 For example, given a
longitudinal load of 180,000 lb/in. the resulting longitudinal strain will M
. be ultimate strain. 	 Therefore, a single ply composite is analyzed for the
following load conditions: t





3	 0.	 -30000.	 0.
2	 0.	 8000.	 0.
4	 0.	 0.	 12000.
i
Note that a negative NY load is not imposed because the ultimate longitudinal
compressive stress is the same in magnitude as *_he tensile stress. 	 Therefore,
the ultimate strains are also equal in magnitude (but opposite in sign).
a
The program input variables are now:







NDV = l	 One thickness.
a
NLC	 4	 Four load conditions.
' IPRINT = 0	 Not used for analysis. *-
r
LNKM = 1	 Ply thickness = X(1) .
S^
X(l)	 1.0	 Composite thickness.
VLB(l) = 0.	 Not used for analysis. {











GLT W 650,000	 Shear modulus.
PUT = 0.21	 Major Poisson's ratio.
4
EPLT = EPLC = EPTT = EPTC	 GMLT = 0 - Strain limits set to zero since they
are not known. r
A11L	 A22L = A66L W 0	 Not meaningful here
PN(I,3) - Loads, given above.
The input data is listed in Table 3 with the corresponding output iu Figure 3.
The ultimate strains are now the actual ply strains in the direction of the
applied load for the corresponding loading condition: 	 For example, since load
condition 7_ is the ultimate longitudinal stress, the longitudinal strain,
EPL, under this load condition is also ultimate.	 That is:








These are now the limit strains to be used in design.
Example 1 - quasi-isotropic composite
In order to draw a comparison between graphite epoxy composites and the
familiar aluminum materials, a simple case is first considered in which plys
are oriented at 15 degree intervals (NPLY = 12) and subject to a single
3
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unidirectional load, NX = 20 ,000 lb /in. (NY=NXY=O). All plys are required
to be of the same thickness so that NDV=l and LNK (I)=l, I,NPLY. The
total thickness is minimized. No minimum stiffness limits are imposed, so
that A11L=A22L=A66?=0. Lower bounds on the thicknesses are arbitrarily set
to 0.00001 in. Initial ply thickness is prescribed as 0.05 in. lha.input
data is listed in Table 4, where the print control for the optimization
program, CONDiIN, is taken as IPRINT = 2. The program output is listed in
Figure 4. The optimum composite thickness is 0.525 inches. The design
is conatrained by the transverse strain limit in the 90 degree direction
(ply number 12). The average stress in the structural X-direction (direction
of load) in the composite is 38,000 PSI. Note that this is significantly
less than the ultimate stress of 60,OC^ PSI for a typical aluminum alloy.
However, the density of the composite is 0.056 lb /in.**3 as compared to
0.101 lb/in.**3 for aluminum. Therefore, the relative weight of graphite
epoxy as compared to aluminum for this example is 0.056*60000/(0.101*38000
0.875 giving a 12 . 5 percent weight savings.
Note that even though the 90 degree ply has failed, some additional load
may be carried before all plys fail. Therefore, the failure stress predicted
here may be considered analogous to the limit stress, with the ultimate stress
being (usually) somewhat higher.
Exam le 2 w (0. +45- ,--	 -^p	 - _ 90) composite design
Due to practical considerations, is is improbable that many different
ply orientations will be used in most structures. In this example, the 	 sal
composite is required to be balanced so that the thicknesses of the 445 and
-45 degree plys are the same. Then there are three independent design
1
10
variables (NDV = 3) and the ply thickness linking vector becomes LNKT
(1, 2, 2, 3). The ply orientation vector is Tea = (0., 45,, -45., 90.).
R	 A minimum stiffness of.500,000. lb/in. is required in the structural
X-direction. The composite is required to support the following four
independent loading conditions:
Load Condition
	 NX	 NY	 NXY
1	 20000.	 0.	 0.
2	 15000.	 -15000.	 5000.
3	 -15000.	 10000.	 10000.
4	 01	 0.	 20000.
The input data is listed in Table 5 and the correr yponding output
in Fig. 5. The print control for CONMIN is set to IPRINT = 0 in this example
and in example 3 for brevity. The optimum composite thickness is 0.578 inches.
The active constraints are transverse strain limits and are identified by
safety factors of unity in-Fig. 5 (3 constraints are active).
Example 3 - (0. +30,.±60, 90) composite design.
This composite is designed subject to the same constraints and loading
conditions as example 2. the only difference is the number of plys and
their orientations. The composite is again required to be balanced. In
this case, NDV = 4, NPLY = 6, LNKT = (1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4), and THN = 0., 30.,
-30., 60., -60., 9D.). The input data and output are listed in Table 6 and
i
1 =	 Fig. 6, respectively. The optimum composite thickness is 0.532 inches andt
there are six active strain limit constraints as seen from Fig. 6. Dote that
although the number of plys and their orientations are different from example




An additional exercise of interest is to eliminate plys which comprise a small
percentage of the total thickness, and solve the optimization problem again.
For example, a composite' made up of +30 and +60 degree ply orientations
results in an optimum thickness of 0.526 inches. It is instructive to design
	 ' ~
the 12 ply composite of example 1 subject to this same set of loads, but
9
allowing for different ply thicknesses (require that the composite be balanced
for consistency with examples 2 and 3). The resulting thickness is 0.588 inches.
Solution of this case is left as an exercise.
Exam le 4 - Limit stress vs. ply thickness distribution
In order to assess the applicability of this program to preliminary
composite design, results obtained using COMANO are compared here with design
curves for a (0, +45, 90) composite subjected to uniaxial tension, compression
and shear loading (applied separately). Figures 7--10 are reproduced from
Reference 3. A composite with various relative ply thicknesses was analyzed
under these separate loading conditions. No stiffness constraints were imposed
a nd the lowest factor of safety was found for all strain failure criterion.
	
Y
The calculated stress was then multiplied by this factor to give the failure
	 4
(limit) stress. The results are plotted on Figures 7-10 for 25 and 50 percent
zero degree plys. Figure 10 compares the extensional modulus, Ex.
The results indicate reasonable comparison for compressive stress, shear
stress and extensional modulus. However, considerable discrepancy is found
in comparing tensjle stress limits. This is because the composite is con-
strained by transverse strain limits on the 90 degree plys. In Reference 3,




When a single ply fails, this ply is assumed to carry no load. The composite is
said to fail only when all plys fail individually. This again demonstrates
the difference between the limit stress calculated here and the ultimate
stress presented in Reference 3. The difference in results between
these two assumptions is usually reduced when multiple sets of combined
loadings (practical design situations) are considered.
SECTION IV
DISCUSSION
A short program has been presented by Vaich first estimates are readily
obtained for design requirements of composite structures. The program is
easily used and requires minimal execution time. Because the failure
criterion are extremely load dependent, some judgement is necessary in
choosing permissible ply orientations, so that the existence of a given
ply orientation does not prevent attainment of an optimum design. This
problem is much less prevalent under multiple loading conditions. However,
it does suggest that development of an optimisation algorithm capable of
completely eliminating plys may be fruitful.
For the results to be meaningful., it is important that this program be
applied only to structures-satisfying (at least approximately) the restrictions
imposed in Section I. Of particular importance are the restrictions of inplane
loading and composite symmetry about the midplane.
Recognizing the complexities of composite analysis and design as well
as the benefits to be gained through the use of these materials, future	 f.
development work in this area appears warranted.**
**Several of the topics identified here are currently being included in the
COMPOS program by J. Mullen at ARC
13
These efforts should include more complex loading such as bending, out of
P
plane shear, and temperature loads on nonsymmetric composites. This necessarily
requires the inclusion of more sophisiticated analysis techniques and failure
criterion. Panel buckling under various force and displacement boundary
conditions is also an area of interest because, with increased composite
strengths, stiffness requirements become increasingly important, since the
probability of failure in this mode is increased with reduced plate
thicknesses. Additionally, analysis and design of composites made up of
plys of differing elastic properties is a needed and straight forward
extension. This will provide the capability of selective reinforcement of
conventional isotropic materials as well as use of various combinations of
advanced materials. Finally, these capabilities should be incorporated
into a general finite element analysis and design program for application




COMPOSITE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN EQUATIONS
Analysis Equations
The equations used for analysis and design are presented here. These
equations are consistant with the assumptions listed in Section 1.
Equation numbers beginning with the letter A are consistant with Reference 1.
The analysis is based on the ply materials properties EL, ET' GLT' vLT
4nd VTL' ply thicknesses, t i, and orientations, @i.
The force deformation equations for the kth load condition are;














 is the vector of applied in-plane loads referenced to the structural
x-axis  and {s) k is the corresponding strain state. u and v are the dis-









 is the thickness of the plys oriented at angle 0  with respect to
[A2]
15
and the ply elastic constants as
(c11 ) i - (cIl )1 R1 + 2 (c12} 1 i m1	 [A3]
4	 2 2
+(G22 ) 1 mi +(c66 ) 1 m1 3
(c12 ) i	 (C11 ) i X2 mi + (C l2 ) i (Q; + m4)
[A4]
+ (c22)i Qi mi `( C66 ) i Qi mi
(c16)	 {c1l)1 X 3 mi + (cl2 ) 1 (m1 ^1 - Q1 mi)
(A5]
(c22)i mi Qi + 2(c66)i (mi z i - m1 Qi)
(c 22 ) 1 - (cll ) i mi + 2(c 12) 1 mi Qi 	 (A6]




(Gl1)^ mi Qi + (c12 ) 1 W m
1 - m1 !ti)
[A71
(C ) 1 m1 Qi + 2(c66 } i (m1 Q3 - m^ R1)
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where






















F	 . Note that the subscript
	 i	 is not required on equations [A10]-[Ai3]




 subscript is retained here for consistency.





(E}k =	 [A]-1	 (NI k
Finally the strains in the ith ply (kth load condition) are determined
from t
_	 2	 2	 Y
Elik	 Q i




Ezik - mi exk + ^i Eyk _ mi d i Yxyk [A14] -'
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If the stresses in the ith ply are required, these may be obtained
from the orthotropic elastic stress-strain relationships to be
olik = (cll ) i E lik + (c12) 1 E 21
a 21 (c12 ) 1 Elik + (c 22 ) 1 E21k	 [15^
T12ik (c6d i Y121k
DesiaE Equations







Constraints on the design include limit ply strains and lower bounds on
stiffness.
The limit strains imposed on the individual plys are expressed as
constraint functions as follows:
	
C1ik EPLC - 1' < 0	





_ 1. << 0	 1 = 1, NPLY, k = 1, NLC
	
G3ik EPIC -1 ' < 0	 s. = 1, NPLY, k = 1, NLC
	
- 621k - 1 ' < 0	 1 = 1, NPLY, k = 1, NLCC4ik
G	 = J Yl21k - 1. < 0 1 = 1, NPLY, k = 1, NLC5 ilc.	 GMLT	 —
118
where subscript i denotes ply number and subscript k denotes load
condition.
Lower bounds on stiffness are expressed as constraint functions;
Gl
 1, - A(1,1)/AllL < 0.
G2 = 1. -- A(2,2) /A22L < 0.
G3
	A(3,3)/A66L < 0.
Constraints on strains are nonlinear functions of the design •7ariables,
ti . The values of these constraints are stored in vector G, (five values
per ply, one ply after another) for each load condition in sequence.
Constraints Gl , G2 and G3
 on stiffness are linear functions of the
design variables. The values of these constraints are stored after
constraints on strains in vector G.
There are 5*NPLY*NLC nonlinear constraints and three, linear con-
straints on the optimization problem. Program "CONMTN" defines a
nonlinear constraint as "active" if its value is greater than or equal
to a specified value CT (a small negative number). Linear constraints
are "active" if thc,r value equals or exceeds a value of CTL. if a
given constraint is active the analytic gradient of this constraint with
respect to the independent design variables, ti , must be supplied. This
	 ;.
information is obtained by direct differentiation of the constraint












I	 A complete FORTRAN listing of program "COMAND" is given here.
In addition, program "CONMIN" is requ:_rea and this program is described
in reference 2. The general program organi yation is shown in block








COMPOSITt ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROGRAH - COMANO 	 JULY. 1974 COMPOSITE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROGRAM - COMA91) 	 JULY, 1974
C	 PRCGRAh LDMAND - A FORTRAU PROGRAM FOR COMPOSITE ANALYSIS 10 C NEC	 NUMBER OF LOAD CUNDITLOIIS. 510
C	 ANG DESIGN. 20 C KDV • hUhBEP OF DESIGN VARIABLES OR INDEPENDL• hT PLY THICKNESSES 520
COMMON KI201. OF( Z07, G15003. ISC150J1,IC(201rA(20.201sStZ0/sG1t5467r 30 C FGR ANALYSIS. 530
•G2[50CIrC[20 L M5114J1, 8I2Ds201.VL41201r4UU1207,SCALt201 40 C IPRLNT	 • FRIAT'CONTROL FOR CONMIN. $40
COPMGN YCNMNIO	 IPRI NT,NDV,ITMAX,HC(IN.NSIOE.ICtiDIR,HSCAL,HFDG,FDC11. 50 LO- READ	 I;r1401 TITLE 550
1 FDCHM.CT, C T1,Thot TLPC I L h1h, THETA, PHI, IIAC, DELFUH.DABFUN, L LNOB 60 READ 0.20Gt HCALCpNPLY,NDV.I+LC,IPRINT 560
2J,LTRM,itEk,INFOG 70 IF	 IMPLY .ta.t1	 STOP 570
COMMON TCGMPOS1 NPLY,EL,ET,GLTIPRLI.PRTL.EPLCrEPLT,EPTC,EPTT.GMLT. 80 L hESIGN VARIABLL	 LIRKIN4.	 1,10111	 • DESIGN VARLA$LE 500
1NLC.AlIL,A22L,A65L.TNt19)PTHh(18),CP(3,3,18).PN(3,51.AA(3,31,BB13 90 C ASSGC1A10 iITH ITH PLY. 840
2.3),Ef13iPOEP(31PLNK(1B1 10D READ	 15.2601	 ILNKIII,1 . I.14PLY1 600
DIMENS1Uh	 TITLE(15) 110 C INITIAL	 TNICK1tESS. 610
EXTERNAL CBMP3 120 RLAD	 (5.210i	 iXtTt,l • I,NDVI 620
C	 PRGGkkh FOR MULTILAYEREU COMPOSITE PANEL UPTLMIIATIDN, 130 C T07AL	 INITIAL LOMPOSITt	 THICANcS5.. 630
C	 BY G. N.	 VANDERPLAATS	 SEPT.,	 1973. 14D GDJ•D. 640
C	 NASA-APES RESEARCH CENTiR, MCFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 150 DO 20	 1-1,NPLT 650
C	 RECUIPED DIPENSIONSt	 T+t{ t( PLYI,(HNtNPLT).CPL3,3,NPLYIPPN(3,N1(I), 160 J•LNK(1) 660
C	 LHK(NPLY1.	 OTHERS REMAIN AS HOY DIMENSIONED 17C DBJ•OSJ+XIJ1 670
C	 51ORAG1 KtCUIRLPENTS iDECIMAL g URDS, COCIt 140 20 TNtI)•A(JI 680
C	 PROGRAM - 190 C L"ER BOUNDS GN D&S(GN VARIABLES. 690
c	 CCYANU	 2DOr 200 AtAC	 19,LI41	 IVL8I11,I . 1,NVV1 700
C	 COhMIN	 cD00 210 C PLY ORICNTATIDN IN DEGREES. 7I0
C	 ARRAYS • 3006 FOR PaGRAM AS DIKtN51U"ED IN REF. 1. 220 READ	 for L1 G1	 IIHN1I1.I- I.NPL V 1 720
C	 REF.	 1 - VANDERPLAATS, G. N.. 	 SCUTAND - A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR 230 C PLY MATERIAL PROPERTIES. 730
C	 SIKPLIFIED COMPOSITE ANALYSIS AND DEaS.U1, NASA TM A-•H aff, 20 READ	 15.1141	 LL.ET,ZLT,PALT 740
C	 AUG.	 197:. 24D PRTL•PRLT+ET/EL 750
C	 REF.	 2 -	 SCHMIT,	 I.	 A..	 AND FARSML,	 4.1	 SUPTIMUM LAMINATE DESIGN 26, C STRAIN AML 571tF4LSS LIMITS. 769
C	 FOR STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS. 	 1NT.	 J. FJR NUMERICAL METHODS 270 READ	 15.210)	 [PLC ,LPLT,EPTC.EPTT,GMLT,AIIL,A221rA66L 770
C	 IN ENGINEEkING,	 VOL. 7, ND. 4,	 PP.	 519-i36,	 1973. 280 C LOADS FOR EACH LOAD CONUITION. 700
C	 EaUATICU NUMBERS LISTED IN THIS PROGRAM ARE FROK THE ABOVE 290 BG 30	 I • I,NLC 790
C	 REFERENCE. 300 C LOADS - NA, NY AND NXY FOR THIS LJAC CONDITtUN. B00
C	 REF. 3 - CGhAth - A FORTRAN PROGRAM FBk CONSTRAINED FUNCTION 310 30 READ	 I6r2101	 (PN(J.I 1P J-1.31 010
C	 HINLMIIATIJNT	 USER <_S	 MANUAL,	 BY G. N.	 JANJERPLAATS, 320 C NCDN • NUMBLR JF CONSTRAINTS. 020
C	 NASA TM X-62,292,	 AUGUST,	 1973. 330 K Ch• .*NPLYAN(C 030
C	 THIS PbUGFAK USES C3NMIN VERSION 1I, 	 DATLU JULY,	 1975. 340 OG 40 1 . 1.hCCh B40
C	 ASSUMPTIGRSt 350 4G ISCI11.0 850
C	 BOUNDARY CCNQITIUNS ARE	 PRLSCRIIED Lt]AOS UK. NY AND SKY. 360 III-NCLh+1 doo
C	 ALL PLYS HAVE	 SAME MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND FAILLRE STRAINS. 370 1SCiNl1,i 870
C	 FAILLRE CKITERION ARE MAI PLY WNGITUDIhAL. 	 TKAhSVERSE AND SHEAR 380 ISCINl•11.1 oleo
C	 STRAINS,
	
AND STIFFNESS LIMITS 0h All,	 A22 AND A66. 390 ISCLI41421.1 89D
C	 1.HEh ANY Ghf PLY FAILS, 	 THIS 15 OtFINEV AS COMPOSITt FAILURE. 400 IF	 IAL1L.rT.1.JE-101	 hC1)h- RCUN. 1 900
C	 hirIBRANE LCAUS 3NLY - MULTIPtc LOADING CONDITIONS ARE 410 IF	 NCON•NCUN,1 910
C	 COhS1UtRED. 420 IF	 (A.tL.07.1.OL-101 NCON•NCDwTl 920
C	 STMI-ETRY AtlCUT KIJPLANE	 IS	 ASSU M ED. 430 C P41117	 INPUT	 1NFURKATILH. 930
L	 CCMPOSITE MELD NOT	 DL	 BALANCED. 440 IFINCILC.ER.U)	 kRITE16,4601 940
C 450 IF(NCALC.Id .()	 RRIT416,47D) 950
C	 NCALC • CALCULATION LDMTRDL 460 LRaIE	 46.2201 960
C	 01	 :1G GPT)MLIAIION 470 014 16,150( TITLE 970
C	 NE.Ot	 D -+ ANALYSIS ONLY 400 wRITL	 [6.23[) NPLYPNLC goo
C	 NPLY . NL16LR OF	 PLY$.	 SYMMETRY	 ASSUMED. 490 APITE	 16,24c)	 ELrET,GL1.PRLT,PkTL 990












COMPGSLTL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN P8JGRAM - CJMAVD 	 JULY, 1974 [UnPOS1TE ahaLYSIi ANU bESi6h PROGRa q - CONAND JULY. 1974 -
^' . )1 Gil 90	 T • ..hPLT 1010 30 6RITL	 10.26tl	 t,7htI1,PC1 1510
_r 50 pR IT 	 f6, 2701	 Lr TN(II,THNII7.LM8111 1020 C
TOTAL ifi LCNht.Ss. 1520
1530
GMLT1•-GhLT 1030 I.R 1TE	 (6.3401	 OBJSIIFFhLSSE] AN p FLLtA914ITI"t S. 1540
YRI T 	 f6,20G)	 L PLC rE P L T r E P 7C, rP IT, GMLT L, 6ML T 1040 CALL COMPZ (hPt:YsTN.CPreA.991 1550
MR I7E	 f6, 2901 A1ILrA22L, 6060 105}





^,. 00	 60	 1 • I, hLC 1D 70 ODIItlCf L1 • Ir hL{ 158P00 M.TITE
	
It. 3101	 I.(PMIJ,II.J • L,l1 IOUu
h0.ITE	 TS,J6C1	 [1 1590
., C 111 MALi2E CONMI:1 P4RAHLTERS TJ OEfAULt VALJES. 1090
C COYPOSITL SIRALNS. 1600ITHAR•30 1100
F?ill•Ud[1r11*.'N L.III+gtl! L 21*PN12,IIi+dBllr31*PN13.111 1610
C KSIOs • 1 1110
1120 EP(21.69[2r11*PNI1rI11+88lZ,21*Pttl2.III+GD'12r31*PH13,L11 1620ECh01'k•0 IP131•Doti,11*P911r111r8913,2T*PN12.[Il*DBI3r31*pNt3.lI} 1630 1
hSCAL • G 1130





1150 OJ 9C J•10hFtY
1650 I




CT-C. 1170 4L•tIISITHLIei 1680
CTMIN • G. 1180
ah•S11.ITHESAI
1690 :>	 -
CtL • 0. 1190 AL2•AL*ALAM2•AH *Ah 1700
^ 'k?
CILl1h . 0. 1200 { STSAIh5. I7I0tHETA.C.	 - 1210
1220 EP1•AL2*LPil)*AMZ*tP121+ADAM+EP131 1720PHL • G.
1210 EP2•ANZ*EPIII+AC2*LP(21-AC*AM*LP731 0730Dt LF UN •9.
12A0 EP3.2.*AL*Al.*ItPlzi-5P111}+idi2^AY21sEP131 1740 9a9F6h• 0.





ANCQN4LkT PLY GLES TO ReQIANS.
CU
1270









1280 IF	 tAD,(LP31.Lt.I.GE-201	 fP3 . 1.OE-ZC 1790
^^
C UPPEk WUNLS Oh OeSIGh VAA MLLS ARSITA4RILY AET	 100. 1300 C iAFEiT	 FACILR.
1900
1810 '`I
! 70 VUOI11-5100. 1316 SF1•EPLC1LP!SF2•LPTCIIP2 1820C PLY STIFFhL" C.LFICIENtS. 1320 SF3•-6ML7fEP3 1830 -4




1350 IF	 LEP2.0.0.1	 5FZ•EPT71EP2 1850 '.^
-- k21;•20 1360 IF	 403.0.0.1 SF3 •-SF3
1860
NH4•ZC 1370 IF	 tSF1.0.16C+1	 SFI . IGD.
1870
hrih•4C i30v IF	 iSF 2.uT.10Q.1	 SF2• 100. 1080C+
t -4 IF	 (NCALC.EC.01	 CALL	 CJNMIN	 ICJMP3.0dJ.+,DF,G,ISC,IC.A,S,GI.GZ,C -, M 1390
IF	 [SF3.bT.lUC.1	 ]F3 • 10D.
I.R171:	 Ic.37C1	 J,EPI,SF,,EP2r Sf2,EP3.SF3
1890
1900 rC
*S1,d.YLd,VLB. Ss:AL.NNl .N42,Nh3.r1U 4. Nh51 1400 9G CJNIINLE 1910 y




1430 kkliE	 10.3r{7	 TEPIMIrK • 031 1930
. r•.{
L"9














ANU PEKCi4t OF	 TOTAL
	
TH iC n ME]l. 1460 LP 1Tk	 Lo. yyGt 19601970
- DO	 00 I.1,NPLT 1470 DO	 120	 1 . i,NLL 1980
^.^, J•thnfll 1480 110
UU	 1110J-1,3
Gt4i • vN(J.I11C9J 1990
i
1rN ['' TNII 1490








	 eNAL PSIS AND DESIGN PqC iRAM - C0M84p
	 JULY, 1971. CCIMPOSITE ANALYSIS 460 DESIGN VRO5RaM - COMA-40
	 JULY, 1974
120 CONTINUE 2010 251, FDRCAT t1114X.31HPLY THICKNESSES, JRIE;IAlIDNS/,27HANU DESIGN VAR] 2510C COMP" III, STIFFNES54-S. 2820 1ABL£ NUMdEk$/28A,47H PLY NO.	 IRICKNESS	 THETA	 DES. VAR., NO 2520WRITE	 16,1601 2030 +•) 2530
Sf-10D. 2040 260 FJPMA[[11x,:9r3xsE13.5,F18.21 2540
_ IF	 IALIL.GT.l.3E-10)	 SF •AAI1,131ALIL 2650 210 FORMAT	 1151,19.3x,E13.5r3A,F7.2r5%rltil 2550
If	 ISF.L1.1U0.1	 SF-WL• 2060 260 FORMAT	 [1/3:1a17HPLY STRAIN LIMI%II4X,23.1LONG1TUDINAL STRAIN.GE
., 256011Ri7E	 16,17C1	 AAJ1.11rAl1L,SF 2070 IE13.5,4h	 .ANL.LE— EIS.511.4X,23H	 TRANSVERSE STRAIN.G, .,613.599H .4 2570
- SF-100. 2080 2f.J.Lt.rt13.Wl4xr23H 	 SHEAR STRAIH.6E.rE:3.5,9H .AHL.LE..E13. 2580 !
- IF	 (A22L.GT.i.7E-10)	 SF-AAIZ,ZIIAllL 2090 151 2590
IFtSF.I:I.1c0.f	 SF+140. 2100 2'10 PPOSAT	 III 35X,A6HSTIFFNkSS LIMITS/334,7HAl2.GE., LIZ. 5033X,7HA22.GE 2600
bitIlt	 lb,lbC]	 AAILr21,A22L,SF 2110 i.,E12.a 33x. 7N A5S.4E.rE12.21 2610E Sf-IOC. 2120 300 FORMAT	 I//46X,5HLOADS/15X,1 pHLUAO CON0..6k.2HNX,i1XS"'9Tr12Xr3HHXY 2620
If	 WtL.GT.1.UE-141	 SF-AAt3,31JA66L 2130 11 2630
IF	 ISF.UI.ICG.1	 SF-LJO. 2140 3IJ fcLt'Al	 115x aIE,6 x.E12.5,2x.E:2.5,2x.E12.51 2640
%RIIE	 (61190)	 AAf3rJJ,ACbL,SF 2150 324 FORMAT 11Hl,ZaAr3DHJESIrH AHUIOK ANALYSIS RESULTS] 2650
-..r, •RITE	 [6.4101 2160 330 FORMAT	 (111351,15NPLY INFORMATIUN/25K.3ZHPLY NO.
	 THICKNESS 2660t
-'
DJ	 13C I-:,3 21.70 1PERCEhT1 2670 ;.
DO 13C J . 1,3 2180 31.0 FuPMAT	 135x,14k --- ---- ---- 3X,lUn ----------/23A,L1nTHICKNE55 • ,E12. 2680
Bdt],JI • u3J^0U[1.11 2190 N1CC.ct:] 269D '.
` 130 AAJI,JI-AA[1,JI/JdJ 22pJ 350 FORMAT	 IIIl/37x,Lldt'LV 	 ST9AlNS133X,13HS.F,	 •	 SAFETY FACTDR133Xr26H 2700
C CGr.POS.TL	 SIRESS-STRAIN RELATiJNSHIPS. Z210 IEPL	 - LDhG1TUUENAL STQAIKI33X,244EPT	 • TRANSVERSt StRATH/33Xr19H 2710
%RITE	 16,4Zu)	 IIAA(i,J1,J-1,31.1 • 1,3) 4220 ZEPL]	 -	 SHEAR STRAIN) 2720
I.RITt	 (6,4341 7.230 36C FORMAT	 II13cX,18HL3AD CuflO.,)5/5X,7HPLt b0•,OX,3HEPLrtlx,4HS.F•,BX, 2730	 T^C C3hPUSITE	 SIRAIN-SIRESS RELATIONSHIPS. 2240 13HEFt, nXr 4NS.F ., dt,4nEPLT. 7Kr4H;.F.1 274D	 {\ihRLTL
	 (6,446)	 ft301[,J),J • !r3).1 . 1,3T 2250 37L FUhMAT	 (61 , 14 r lx,L 12.5,2Ar P7,3,2xrE12,5,2x,F7,3.2X,E12.5r2X,F7.3) 2750
C COMPOSII4 ELASTIC COhStANTS. 22t0 3bL FORMAT	 1ILX,47HLOM P USITE	 STRAINS AEFEREHCLO TO STPUCTURAL AXISISXr 276D
1X • 1.IbBtl,11 2270 t&IEFX	 -	 rtI2.`,3A,td1PY	 •	 ,E12.5,3X,? 4EPXY .	 t12.51 2770
tY-1.Ibafl,2) 2280 i9  FJhhAI	 I//25X,3OHMel"ANE $FArSSES IY CUMPOSITEI0X,10hLDAD COND•r 27BO
-
- UXY•1.r8U[3, v Z290 IyX,71-51GMA-X, 6A.7HSI6MA-Y, 7X,edTAu-AYI 2740
PRxY •-6d[i,211aB11,1) 230D 1.00 FOP}'A1	 I1str1:,7K.35I3.51 2000
PRTx--Bbtl,Z! /u[]12,Z) 2310 41C FUhFAT	 1102CA,42HCDErICIENTS Jl
	 $TRFiS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS128x,26 2b10WRITE	 LD,45t,)	 Ll,EY.GXY.PRXY,PRYX 2320 IIIPLLATED	 1U STRUCtURAL AxESI 2820
- G3 TC 10 2330 420 FOkMAt	 TIORILHCll	 -	 stIZ.5,4X.bHCt2
	 -	 rtl2.Sr4A,61435 -.lIZ.'.,4Xr 2630
C 2340 1132t,tktiii	 -	 r LLZ.5.4X,6HC2t. -	 ,t12.50ZOXr4HSY1111tTtiC,Zbxoe"C66 2840
140 FOkKAT	 E1:A41 2350 20112.51 2950150 FUR nAE	 [114X, 5HT1TLEr14xr15a41 2360 430 FOrraT	 Il/2UA.1.2HLGEr IC.EN15	 Ur STRAIN-StkES$ RE LJT{3hSNIP S/28X.26 2640
' lbG FJRhAI	 tJIUX,IOHCOHFOlFTE ML4BR44E STIrFNES$.Si27X . aHACTUAL ,7X,BH 2370 1MALLATLJ IL 5T PUCIURAL AKESP 2070
1REC6I P LUIi7x,5HVALUC.9A,7^9ALJc,dx,4NS.F.1 2380 440 FJRPAT	 I1GX,tlt011	 ,E12.5,4x,cH012	 •	 .F12.A. 4Xr oHJlb • ,E12.5, 4K. 2670
174 FORMAT	 119x,3HAlE.tl3.5,1%rE13.5,3%rF7.Z1 2390 L132X,61472 -	 .E12.5,4X,ohQ2b - ,LI2.iIZOX,9 ,4$YH"ETRIC,25X.6H066 • Z89D {
10L FORVAt	 114x, 3nA2L s13•Pr lx.t13.5,5XrF7.2) 2400 2.E12.0 290019U FORMAT	 114X,3Ha66,E1J.5,14,t33.5.3X,F7.2! 2,.10 450 tJP11A1	 IJr2nX.27HLOMPOSIFE 	 ELA411C
	 CU.lSTAhtiIlIX.:,mLX	 .	 rE12.5.5X. 89102GC FORMAT	 I1t151 2420 15HET	
-£11.5,3Xr7HNUY9 -	 ,E1 2920
210 FOPMAT	 [SFIC.21 2430 •2.51 2930 J
22C FOwMAt1 // 41t,2HGF1/3CXr2PHSYeMt TRIC CDNPDSEIE
	 PANEL) 2440 4ti. FOkhAllla:l5dA , 6H0tSIGMF 2440
238 FORMAT	 tl127A.2544U.	 OF	 PLY5	 +,ES,I . 27A,25HNC.	 OF	 LOAD 2450 47D FORMATI1H1r37x,3HANALYSISI 2450
1	 CGh61TIUNS	 -rI51 1468 END 2960
240 FORrAI	 (1/25)1r35HPLY 	 PRUPE2TItS - ALL PLYS
	 IOE4TICAL/Z6X,22HLDNGIT 2470
IWINAL MULULUS • ,Lld.'/26X,22HFPANSVE4SE
	 MODULUS	 -.412.5IZ6X,22H 2400
25"tAK r000t05	
-,t11.b/ZOx,22HPaL3SIIN<_S RAT1J, 	 L-T -,EI2.512 2490
3tx,22hPJ]SSL61S
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COTE•r•H 0? O7ourA7dY`S=1 al	00
OLTE•T•r 7? 00QLT'SAld	110	d{Fd	O33
09T111,41•1091170.997
OEtA1d4•T=1 OE 030EtETV 1111191033
OYS21 4711vial3WITtarrll•?23
OCT*k6ll IS1d1'?dlS Aff 9 11Tn93OCTZTV N111ylel]
Ozz•o•Ir•t)v9107TTldd•13•llHd•2T3







	1a31N?7 H3013SIM S3+I1-vSv47RL•53_lb3dcaA misvl3 1vlalivd]
09•EL6t	^ id35	S194Ida3nNTA •N '9 A9]09'ally]	'0131+ /134141011	•4131437 le)aT3ti 3^! S?H4-TSVN7
Qy•53IIb3d9Md]06•EL61'	`•1d3S	SIVVIdVIQ'19A	•N	•7	10]
OYIVIM31TH IWVS 3H1 H11N H]V3 •SA7d Ald2 JO 0 31M,11 TSOdWV37OY'S31!'rldnad )ILSV117
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CONPOSITE ANALYSIS Aa0 DESIGN PROGRtM - LLMA4D - COM P 3	 JULY, 1974
SUBROUTINE CLP.P3 SI'1F p.O0J.A r0F.G.1CaArtil.NZ.N31 10
COPMGN	 ICNMN1T	 1PR[r11.NDV.ITNAKrIJCi7N.NS1il Lr1Ct OIR.NSCAL.NFOG.FOCH. 20
1FOCF.N. CT, CIN IN.CTL.0 TLh1N. THE TAl.PHI. NAC, PELF U9, GAHM*, LING 30
ZBJ.LTRH.ITkP.1NF13G 40
DIMENSION 50
E41LRhAL POUTINL FUR CUNNIN FOR COMMOS+TL
	 :ANEL OiSIGH. 60
El y
	G.	 N.	 VAhGEPPLAAT5
	 IEPI..	 1473. 70
NASA-APES hESEARCH LLNTLR. NCFFttl F4ELUr
	 CALIF• B0
MIS 15 A bLFFtR IETrLEN CINMIN ANO COMP4. 90
CALL	 CLNP4	 fi Nt O.dBJ.14DV.0T.CTLPNACrKrOF.4.4+IC.h1.NZ.h31 10(1
4ETURN 110
END 120
CJHPUS.TI AUALTSIS AhD DESIGA PROJRAM — 40MAND — C(!MP4
	 JULY. 1974
E')ZkULTI-'	 CCMP4	 1lAFD.OBJ.NuV.CF.CTL.NAC.K.OF.G.A.IC.NNI+N 10
+1._.hh31 20
COMMON FCLNPCS/ tiPLYvFLPETP4LTsPRLToPRTLoEPLC.EPLY.t4llCoEPTIoGMLTP 30
1hLC.AIIL.Ar:2L.A66L.Th(1b1sTHNtlril.CO t3.3.181#PHI d.SJr AAt3.3Is B8I 3 40
2.31.LP13J.Dj PI3I,LNtllui 50
DIMEN5IJN IMP13).	 KINF4 ). OflNhllr Gf NNd LILiNH 37.41NN3. hN11 G4
C	 ROUTIAL	 10 CAL6ULATE Fu NCI61t VALUE. CONSTRAINT VALUES AND i0
C	 LRAU111,F Lt
	 FUNCTION AND ACTIVE CONS1.!AINTS FOR CCHPOSLTE 80
C	 ARALYSI$ AFL• DESIGY PFOGRAB - COMANB. 90
C	 by	 G. n.	 VANUE-WLAAIl
	 StPT..	 1973. 100
C	 NASA-ArLS 4ESEARCH CthTtR,
	 VCMYETT FIELD,
	 CALIF. 110
IF	 (INN.G1.21 GO M 24) 120
G	 L3JICIIVE 130
.di-G. 140






IF	 fiAFL.lk.27	 GU	 Tj	 50 200
20	 C3hllh6t 210
C	 GiAbILF.I
	 IF	 LBJFCTIV. 220
CD 30 I•1.hEY 230
JC	 L%(I7-C. 240




	 1Ihf C.[L.31	 0ILRN 200A	 C-3141146L 290
C	 CUJSTRA[NTS
	
Ahu	 p d AOIENT	 OF	 ACIIV:	 C941TAAINTS• 300
SCTLI • C 310
Tr	 (lAF3.c4.41	 74AC-0 320
C	 ST1FtnESS	 AhL	 1L.XI:1lLtTIES. 330
CALL	 CeMP2	 InPL 7.TN. CP. 0.A•3B) 340
CO In J-i.hiC 350
C	 INVtObt	 ut L4UAT11h Al. 360
E P 11I • E471.11 •PNI1.1)roull.Z
 
1 •PNf?.[>+^5h11.J1•PNt3rT1 370
tr121-baf e. ll aahll.tF+981G.2F rPn{L.II+^SQ[2r if • PNf3.I1 380
EVI31 • Ad73.1]*PI+IIs1 HdB1312i^ P'1ISlI1+QO[3.37 •P11[3.fi 39G




4L2-AL 0 4L 440
AH2.AN+At. 450
C	 E.UAIILN A14 460
EP1+AL i • F PI11+ar2 A OPl21•nU nY^i Pt31 474
LPL•AhF•t P11J aAL 1•EPIZ1
—AL•AH•c P13) 480












CJMPOSITk	 ANALYSIS ANO OES1604	 Pk U,iRAM - COM4r/G - COMP4 JULY#	 1974 CJMPCSIIE	 ANALYSI:	 AND GLSIGN PROGRAM - CUMAND - 	 COMP4 JUL Yr	 1974
N1 • NCILT 510 IF	 I6Ih11.LT.CT)	 GU	 TL	 119 1010
C IUNGIILUINAL	 STkALN CGh5TAAlhI - CJNP R LSIION. 420 C GRADILNI	 3)1	 AC111E	 LUNI.ATU01NAL	 TENSILL	 STRAIN COhilOAINT. 1020
GINCIOTI • EP1/EPLC-1. 530 NAC•NAC-.E 103..
NCTOT • kC10T•1 540 IF	 (NAL.r C.N1.31	 RLIJkN 1040
C LONGLILJINAL	 STRAIN CLNST R AINT -	 TENSION. 550 AINAC)K1.AlNAC.K1•VLP1/L0LT 1050
GINCTCTI•EP1/LPLI-1. 500 1C(h ACI • N1 1060
kCTGT•hCTLT.I 570 11.5 N1•Na•1 1071)
C TRANSVkRSk	 STi. AIN CJNS14A14T	 - COMPtESSIJN. 581) If	 IGINII.LI.CT)	 GU	 711	 123 1080
GIkCTLT1 • LP21E9TC - l. 590 C Gk AD1EN1	 UI	 ACTIVE	 Tk ANSVERSL	 :OMJ RESSEVE	 STRAIN CJNSTRAINT, 1090
ACIL1 • NC161.1 6G0 NAC•N AC.1 1100
C 7RANSVE•SE	 SIRA1N	 C3NSTRA141	 - TENSION. 010 IF	 INAC..L.hh3l	 RLTUkk 1110
GINCTLII • LP2l0r f-I. 620 AINA1.KI•AIkACrK1.UE121tPIC 1120
NCIJI•NC167.1 630 ICENACI•hl 1130
C SHt Ak	 SIKAIK CUNSTYAIhT. 040 12L hl•hl•a 1140
6(NCTCTI . A051EP3I1i;4LT-l. 650 IF	 IGlhil.I.T.Cl)	 GO	 TO	 139 1150
IF	 IINFO . 0.41	 GJ	 TO	 16J 660 C oK ALILKT	 Lk	 ACTIVE	 fRAPSVLRSI	 TLNSILE	 STRAIN	 CONSTRAINT. LlO0
FAL • NAC 07D NAC•NAG•1 1170
GO OC h . hl.NCTUT 680 IF	 Iha(,.L0.hN31	 Rf IJKh 1180
IF	 IGIK1.bk.CT)	 MAC • M1AC.1 690 AINACrK)•AINAC.K1•UEF21tPf1 1190
60 CUNT 1hLE 700 I.: IhAC I • hl 1200
IF	 IMAC.LG. K AC)	 GO	 TU	 160 710 130 Al-hl • 1 1210
012•NAC-I 720 1,	 1oltI).LT.Cfl	 Gu	 R.	 140 1220
OJ	 70	 il•N20-.AC 730 C bk ALIthl	 Cf	 ACIIJt	 SNf AK	 STRAIN CJNStPAINI. 1230
CO 70	 JJ•i,NGV 740 NAC•NAL•1 1240
TO A111•JJI•C. 750 IF	 INAC.:L.Kh3l	 21I0RN 1250
MAC•NAC 160 514k.r. 1260
NZ -K1 77( IF	 ItP-.L1.U.)	 SIGN--'. 1270
00	 1:,C	 Kl1.1.hPLY 780 A(hAC.K)•A(hAC,K)•Sl(,h`OEPIJ6MLI 1280
K•LNKI" ) 790 ICINA[1•hl 1290
C Gd A(;IthT	 L'F	 SIKAIN)	 -	 LUUATIUN	 37. 8V0 144 CJhIaLt 1300
OD	 60 N1 • 1.3 810 1116 C3111111UL 1310
IMPIKI I . 1). 820 1L0 CUN11NLt 1320
13U 1 830 17C CJNTINL i 1330
80 IMRlKl1.lMPfkI1K RlK1.K2.NK)VC.'1K2) 8 40 C CJN5IPAINTS	 UN	 STIFFNESS. 1340
CD 9C NL • L.3 450 hl•NCiLT 1350
Ot P IK1) • L, b00 11	 lAlll.l 1.1.44-lU1	 bJ	 TO	 1— 1300
DO 90 K2-'r3 87U C CJNSIPAINt	 IN All. 1370
9U DE P IKII • ULP IK 1I-9 d (K 1 r K21 • T M P l K 21 660 NC ILT - KC IL1.1 1380
CEP1 • Alt'•OLflll • AA2 A CE P 12) • AL • AMOi i 131 890 GIKCfLTI.I.-AAII.I)/A11L 1390
LEP2 • AM2 4 [E P111•AL2.UkR121 -AL • A M
:
. DEPl3) 900 IOG IF	 (Al2L.LT.1.0t - 1U)	 GL	 Td	 193 1460
OtP 3 • 2. A J	 4AMAIOEPC.I- DE PI 
III
•LAL2-A K 21 • DkP131 910 C CJhSn AIN1	 LN	 A22. 1410
NAC•MAL 920 NC TLT r KC 1LT.1 1420
41•h2 930 (,INCIUT)•I.-AAl2r21/A22L 1430
IF	 1;,lNL1.lT.C11
	
uU	 f6	 LGO 940 190 IF	 IAtLL.LI.I.VL-101	 GO	 I1	 260 1440
C GPADIENT	 Lf	 ACTIVE	 LDNGITJ31kAL CIMPiESSIVL	 iIR4Lh CONSTRAINT. 950 C LUNSTrAINi	 ON A66. 1450
NAL•NAC•1 960 NC TLI • hC ILI • 1 1460
IF	 INAC.FC.KN31	 .IETURN 970 11 KCTUT I . 1.-AA 13. 11/AtbL 1470
AINACr11•AII.AC.KI .OLPI1LPLC 98C YOL IF	 IINf U.LT.4. UR,hl.1C.NC 4011 	 BEiUah 1480
1C INACI•hl 990 1,	 IAIIL.LI •I.JE-IC1	 Cu	 13	 230 1490













DES IGN PRUSRAM - CONAKO - COMP',	 JULYY 1974	 -	 COHPGSIJE ANALYSIS AND GESIGh ! PROGRAM - COMAND ^.COMP4- 	 JULY, 1474
I€i • NCTGT	 510'	 IF ,W11,11CT.CT:I' , GO TO no	 1010
C	 -'	 LOHGITOOIHAL STRAIN CDfSTAAIhT - Ca4PRI:SSIGNr
	 -	 520	 C	 GRADIENT ;t ACT10 LONGITUDINAL TE45ILL STRAIN COhSTRAINT.
	 1020	 -	 i=^'^
..	 -.
 53. :.. ..GINCTOT1eEP1IEPLC	 I.	 :	 -	 _	 ..	 NI.C.•NAC+1..' 	 -	 03	
{..	 . 	 hC107 -K7Gi#1IF - . 1NAL.LO.NN3)	 RETJKH'	 -	 -	 -::IDio 	 :.
-	 C."'-	 LONGITLOLHAL
-
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....	 ::	 GTNCTCTI • EPAJULT	 1 - 	.:..	 .:.'-.	 ....	 Sop	 -	 -.	 1CChat1•Nl	 Ip50,-	 -	 _ 1 060
- : NCT6T •ACTUTt1.	 '-	 570	 110 -
	
NL•1ilil	 -	 -	 -	
.-.107U
r	 C:-	 TRANS1TERSE - STRcAIHCO414AINT - . COMPRcSSIUh. 
	-	 5I50	 ^	 IF	 Wlbl f:LT.CT,1 .GG TO1ZJ 	 1040'
 GTNC7PT1•LPZ1EPTC I. -	 	 -	 -	 -	 590	 '.	 C	 GRADIEP96r ACTIVE TNANSVERSE.:J01 P RESS EVE -STRAIN X01157RAINT._
	 1090'	 .hC.TtiE` hC.TG'1, +I'	 6001	 NAC^N^C+1-	 -	
--.1100
C	 -'	 TRANSVRw E STRAIN CONSTRAINT "
-
' TENS I(IN.	 -	 -	 610	 -	 IF	 1NAC . x:CrHN3) . RETUFN -:	 ':.1110
-	 GINCTCTI - 02APTT 1.
	
620'	 AIhA4rKl • AIitAL,K I tUEi2ftPTC	 -	 1120
NCTDT • NCTGT+l 	.. 	 :.	 _..	 ...	 630
	
.-'	 -	
-ICThdL) . 1	 '.	 -	 _	 . !1301
C	 SNcAR. ' SiPAW GOHSTBAIhT.
	 00	 12C	 hl • 4L+L	 1140
4f MCTCT ) ^R651EP311GMLT -1•	 650	 It	 tOCKI . LT.C11 . :00 TO L30	 1;jp
^-	 IF	 (1hF0.L7 .4)..0Q TO 160	 660-	 C	 uRAC1EhT OF-ACTIV. 7RAI(SYERSL . TENSILE STRAIY CONSTRAENT.
	
1160
MAC •NAL	 -	 -:	 -	 ...	
-
	
67D.:hAC^^hAC + l	 -.	 -	
-IlZp	 -
-	 60 be' . K hlpPc TOT
	 -	 -	 -	 600	 -.	 IF	 INAL.LC.hN31	 RE10N	 :'	 -1180
IF TIGt!0"k . CT3 MAC •CAC+1	 690	 -	 ACNAC,K) • AtNAC.K . I+DEF2 ) 6PTT- -	 -	
..119060-`	 CUHTIGL£ -- :	 -	 `--.-	 700	 -	 !C[NACI•hl:,	 -	 -	 :	 1200
4 -,	 .:IF	 tdAC.LO .hk1	 GO TU. - .160..	 -	 710 .E 	130	 hl-hl+! 	''	 1216
.	 -	 NZ•NAC+1 	 720-	 If	 TGINiQ.Ri-.CTI„GU T[ 	 140	 :.	 .. 1220
DO 76.11 N2.iMAC	 -	 -	 -	 -	 730	 C	 GkArahi CF. ACTIVE:SNFAk STKAEN CONSTRAIN1 . 	 -.	 1230
-	 013	 70"JJ*17NGV	 -	 Tip	 NAC=NAC'*1	 --	 -	 -
70 -	 AtEIPJA	 C.	 - 750-	 ..	 IF	 INAC.i3O.bH31	 REedRN	 -	 .I25p
"	 1260	 {,.MAC• NAC	 760-	 SIGNYA.	 .
-	 N2 • hl'.	 -	 -	 -	 770	 IF-IEP3.LT.U.1	 SIGN+-+.	 ..	 1270	 ..
-	 DO	 IPC 0.I'rhPLY	 -	 7x10	 -	 - RIhAC.h) + AIfrAC.KI+SIGtf +OLP3/G?!LT	 -	
-12b0	 -	 -K • LMKTAKI
	
-	 -	 790.	 iC:IhACI•n7	 .:1290-
-	 -	 C	 GKAO1apT CF'STRA7N>	 [cCUAiIUN 37.-	 Bu0	 -	 140	 CONT1hLc	 1300.-
-	 DO	 60'F1Rli3	 ..	 '.	 0I0
	
-	
15C	 CUNTIHUE	 -	 -	 ..	 1330
-	 -	 TMPCKI1.0..-	 -	 -820...	 -	 100	 CUNTIhLI:	 ..	
_	 1320
w-
	 DO 8Q K2z1,3-	 -:	 -	 -830	 -	 17C	 CON71NLf	 -	 330	 -	 <















DO 90-.:K2 •71r'3 - 	 	 ^..	 _	 _	 070	 C.	 CONSTbAINT.CN All ..	 -	 _	 1370
0 -	 OEPTK3 . I • ilLPiKLI -BdIKisK21 W TMPIK2)	 880	 BCTGT - NfTCT+1	
- 1360	 ¢
1	
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	 -900	 - IuG-	 IF	 (Acc'2L.LT. .,I.OE-1(j)
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IF
	 IGiN17.L1 .Gt1 !,.} TD . lGP	 940'	 190	 IF	 1ACCL . L7.1.JE-101	 GIJ Id 2CO	 h40
C^....GP.AOIENT GF.A.CTIYI;.LUNfjITJOLNAL'CONP4eSS1YcSTRALh.CONSTRAINTi	 -450:-	 C	 -LDNSTkA1N1 . Oh A66.	
-.: 1450
NAC • NAC+1-	 _	 960;.	 iiCTLT•AC.TCT+1. 	 1440
_	 SF	 IHAC.EO.hN31	 £TURN .	 970	 GTNC.OT)	 ..	 AI3.i l.k.CA	 E470
A;hAC)l• I+AICiAC.KI+pEPIfEP1t 	 ^98G	 ^ kQL	 COG 	 DR.lj1.EC.NGT]7I	 dETURN -
	 1680
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IF	 IGIh1i.LT.Cr11	 G3	 lU	 2l0 15IG





IF	 INAC.t0.1.N31	 RLIORM 1544
ICIN&CI • NI 1550
DO 210 K•i.NDV 1569
23E AINAC,KI+L. 1570
00 225 KK+1rHPLY 1580
K•LNKIkK1 1540
2241 AINAC. ia00
235 IF	 IAZIl.iT.3.0E-LDI 	 GL TO 200 1610
N1 •N1*1 1620
IF	 161h11.LI•CTLI	 G} TO 26] 1630
C GRADIEh-T 4F	 ACTIVE CLNSIRAIMT JN	 A22. 1640
hAC^NAC#I 1650
IF	 IRAC.LC.NN31	 at7URN 16bo
IC INACI + N1 16741
C5 240 K^1.hLV 1660
244 AI NAC.KI•L. 1046
GU 2SJ kK.I,NPLY +.700
K • LNKIhKI 1710
I50 IINAC^C 3 52.2.KR11412L' 11 •AjhACIKI 1720
260 IF	 (AtLL.1 T.1.LE-101	 RE rURM 1730
NJ. h1
. 1 1740
IF	 I4I N11.LT.CILI Gu TO 290 1750
C GI ADIENI LF ACIIV6 CDNS. RAW UN A66. 1760
KAC•NAC41 1770
IF	 INA L.EG.hN3i	 RETUKN 1780
ICINA"	 i1 1790
DO Ire k • 1.NUY 1800
270 AINACr.( Id 10
DU 20C KK • 3.NPLY 1826
K.L hK IKKI 1830
260 AINIC.KI+AINAC.KI-Crf3.1,KK)lAe6L 1640
2 100 C0NI1hLE 195c
KETURN 1860
END I  7G
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of Cards INFORMATION FORMAT
A 1 Title - Anything may be given here 15A4
B 1 NCALC, NPLY, NDV, NLC, IPRINT 515
C 1 LNK(I),I=1,NPLY 12.15
D 1-3 X(I),I=1,NDV 8F10.2
E 1-3 VLB(I),I=1,NDV (Blank card(s)
	
if NCALC.NE .0) 8F10.2
F 1-3 THN(I),I=1,NPLY 8F].0.2
G 1 EL, ET, GLT, PRLT 4F10.2
H 1 EPLC, EPLT, EPIC, EPTT, GMLT, A11L, A22I., A66L 8F10.2
I NLC PN(J,I),J=1,3	 (One card per loading condition) 3F10.2
Begin with next set of data - Program terminates
if 2 blank cards are read here.





























































-0. 2! I	 -0.005
i
16.0 21.8
Design Longitudinal tensile ultimate	 Kai F
strengths=








Interlaminar shear ultimate 	 Kai Fisu
Ultimate longitudinal strain	 pin. /in. E L
Ultimate transverse strain	 pin. / in. EtTu
Elastic Longitudinal tension modulus 	 Msi EL
properties
Itypical] Transverse tension modulus
	
Msi ET
Longitudinal compression	 Msi F.IJ
modulus





Longitudinal Poisson's ratio VLT
Transverse Poisson's ratio VTL
Physical Density	 lb/in.3 P
constants
[ typical] Longitudinal coefficient of	 pin. /in. /°F iy I.thermal expansion
Transverse coefficient of	 pin. / in. /°F ceT
thermal expansion
References:	 1.2-15,	 -19,	 -21
*Typical Design Allowable, reference section 1. 2, 0
1. Z. 1	 Table 2, Material properties.
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COMPOSITE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROGRAIM - COMAND
Col
Block 1	 5 1 11 21 31 41 5Z 61 71









G 21000000. 17000000. 650000. .21
H 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.









COMPOSITE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROGRAM - COMAND
C o 1






A QUASI-ISOTROPIC COMPOSITE UNDER UNIAXIAL LOAD
B 0 12 1. 2











-30. 45. -45. 60.
G 21000000. 17000000. 650000. .21
'	 H -.00857 .00857 -.0176 .00471 .0184 0. 0.
r. 20000.
TABLE 4 - QUASI--ISOTROPIC COMPOSITE UNDER UNIAXIAL LOAD - EXAMPLE 1
wN
--	 —	 _
TABLE 5 - (0, ±45, 90) GRAPHITE EPDXY COMPOSITE -- EXAMPLE 2
Col
Block 1	 5 11 21	 31	 41	 5]. 61 71
A 45, -45, 90) GRAPHITE EPDXY COMPOSITE -- EXAMPLE--(G,
B 0 L	 4 3 4 0
C 1 1	 2 2 3
{
D .1
E ,00001 .00001 .00001
F 0. 45. —45. 90.
G 21000000. liGO0000. 650000.
H —.00857 ,00857 —.0176 .00471 .0184 500000. 0. 0.








_.	 ^^^!y^1wWOlrllwrr^fln •rar^rr.	 ^.•Irrrrr	 .___..r	 ` ^	 ^^^nil^w— •rW^^i
DATA SHEET
t	 COMPOSITE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROGRAM - COMAND
DATA SHEET
COMPOSITE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROGRAM — COMAND
LO1
B l^c:c 1	 5 ll 21
_




0	 30	 — 30, 60	 —60.0	 s	 'RAPHITF Fp YY
	 suE.-
0	 6	 4	 4	 01 	 i
1	 2	 2	 3	 3	 4
D
E .00001	 .00001 .00001 .00001
30. 30. 60. 60. 00.-
3 21000000. 1.7000000. 650000. 21
.00857 .00857 .0176 1.00471 .0184 500000. 0. 0.











Inplane loads Nx, Ny„ NxY
Load conditior k.
















Figure 2.- Typical ply orientation.
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S'F'. n SAFETY FACTO-
rIIL	 • L n -GI TUr LNAL	 STRAIN
71RAJ4EPT	 •	 T -1. 11 5'
E►LT	 P	 7"'f AR	 STaA14
Lnso Co NO.	 I
P I.Y	 N0, EPL S.F,	 rPT	 S,F. EPL, S.F,
1 ,bS7I4F.0S 6,000	 ^.I0IfDnF-03	 0,000 .10000E.19 0,000
Cn-PUST T F STRA143 RErLRENCEn Tn	 ST R UCTURAL	 AAIS
EPA	 n 	 ,eS7tgP.A3 FPY	 n 	
-116000F.03	 FRAY	 n 	 0.
tnAD 0040,	 2







R EF t.REwCEn	 TO	 IT PIIC 7UR AL 	 Av[5
E ► v	 •	 .10000r.n3 E ar	 •	 .7AR 11'. 01	 FR1Y	 •	 0,
LPAO COND,	 3
PLY	 Nn', tPL S.F.	 F 
P 
T	 S.t, EP'.T S.F.
1 .,80000r.64 0.000	 ,47054E.02	 0,000 .10rJOE.L9 0,000
Cn-PO3TTF STRAINS	 REFI, Rt4CF.0 TO	 jTP(ICTIIRAL	 A n IS
EPV	 n 	 .,an000F.na !PY	 '.4Tn59F.02	 FP1Y	 .	 0.
LPAO COwO n 	L
PL Y 40 . FPL S,F,	 FPT	 5,F, EPLT S.F.
1 ,10006F.Ip D.ODP
	 ,t.6rAE.1R	 0.000 .16462E-0L 0,000
CO- P O31TE STRAINS	 R tFERFNCETI ;0	 lT R LICTIIRAL	 AAJS
EPV	 n 	 0; for	 .	 t ► A.	 n 	 .1a462E.01
aE -dRANE	 * ,,TpF SSFS	 IN CO P' P O3JTE
LOAD [ONO. SIG-i.v	 SIF+w A .,	 TAU.vr
1 .180n6F.OS	 0,	 0,
2 0.	 .,300n0E.05	 0,
7 D,.800a0E.C4	 0.










nE T E R• 1-411J% nF Lt-IT 510-INS . WE CO-POSIFL
W. OF PLv/
	 I
Nn, nF I n An Cn4P1110.5 •	 N
PLY "OPFRTtrS . ALL PLTS IDENTICAL





	 f	 ,65000E .O6
^nISS0a , 1 PAtIn, 1.1 a A21n0dE•au
Pn1Ssn.,.1 R • T11, t.L a ,L7000L•0,
PLY TN if- +^E 35E a. nPIFw1ATLINS.,A 1.p 0E51GN .40IAdL6 NU-OL-S
P.1 rn	 1NTCM4ElS	 T-FTA	 Ot S, YAw, 4U,
t	 .IOnA0F.OI	 0,00	 1
V1Y STRAIN LI-ITS
Jn4rItnnlNAl ST R AT..OE. 0,	 ,a.D.I.E.	 0.
I4ANSvt USF STRAI + '.rf, .0,	 ,AND.LE. .0.
l-EAR SIP ,1", r.E, 0,	 ,A%U.Lt. .0,




I [Ito Cn .D,	 vv	 wY	 •+vY
1	 :la00nF ,n5	 0,	 0.
2	 U,	 ..Sounor•os	 U.
3	 0,	 ."0MGE.04	 0,
4	 0,	 a,	 .12009E•05
Figure 3.- DeZerm.nation of limit straias - G/E composite.
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Figure 4.- Quasi-isotropic G/E composite under




ITER a	 2	 n,J 4	 .52400[;00	 NO CHANGE IN GBJ
DECISION VARIJ,LFS (X•VECTORI
1)	 .Y 3753E-01
TIFA .	 %	 n0J .	 ,525661`.00	 NO CHANGL IN UBJ
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